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 elementary reading passages
 pre-intermediate reading passages
 intermediate reading passages

advanced reading passages
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reading cloze

(context

The idea of eating a mouse is abhorrent to most people.
abhorrent
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context

abhorrent

1) fun   2) delicious 

3) awful  4) enjoyable 

I can’t believe it! Right in the middle of our talk, David 

walked out of the room abruptly!

abruptly

1) formally  2) slowly 

3) carefully  4) suddenly 
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When Sara got sick, her voice was almost inaudible. We 
could not hear what she was trying to say. 

inaudible

1) quiet  2) loud 
3) common 

inaudible

inaudible
audio -aud-

in-
-ible

in-
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key words

reading
 

cloze reading

A serious concern nowadays is how our eating habits can 
affect our health.
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  habits concern
health

nowadays
can our how serious

Because of the warm, moist climate, almost any crop can be 
grown here, including rice, cotton and sugar cane.

crop climate because of
including grow
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 almost moist
sugar cane rice

reading cloze

root stem

eat man moon
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sing
 eyebrow

eyelid eyeball eyelash
eye

care
careful -ful

-ful
carefully -ly careful

-ly
 care

careless -less
 

-less

(affixes
stem

disappear coworker unhappy
irregular hyper

ir- hyper- dis- co- un-
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 powerful possible fearless
quickly ion
-ly -ion -ful -ible -less

hyperactive coworker

anti-against
antinuclear antifreeze

dis-not , opposite of
disability disagree

fore-
before

forename forecast
foredeck

il- im- in- ir-
not

impolite illegal
irregular injustice
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inter-
between

international
intercontinental

macro-
very large

macroeconomics
macrocyte

micro-
very small

microprocessor
microwave

mid-
middle

midday midway
Mideast

mis-
bad , wrongly

misunderstand
miscalculation

multi-
many

multinational  
multimedia

non-not
nonstop nonsense
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over-over
overweight overlearning

pre-
before  

prewar prefix  
prediction

re-again
rebuild review

semi-half
semiskilled semicircle

sub-under  
subzero submarine

super-above
superhero superstar

un-not
unhappy unfriendly

under-
under

undersea
underdeveloped
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reading
cloze

Reading
reading

scanning skimming

reading
skimming

skimming
general idea

topic sentence

italic bold

skimming
What is the subject / topic / main idea of the passage?
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What is the writer’s / author’s purpose in this text?

What is the best title for this passage?

What does the writer primarily want to say in this passage?

skimming

the average adult sleeps less than seven hours per night. In 
today’s fast-paced society, six or seven hours of sleep may 

that long, 

because you’re able to operate on six or seven hours of sleep 

done if you spent an extra hour or two in bed.
While sleep requirements vary slightly from person to 

person, most healthy adults need between 7 to 9 hours 
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our sleep needs decrease with age, most older people 

What is the main idea of the passage?

2) Ways to improve our sleeping habits
3) The amount of sleep humans need
4) Reasons why we do not sleep enough

There is a big difference between the amount of sleep you can 
get by on and the amount you need to function optimally.
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While sleep requirements vary slightly from person to 
person, most healthy adults need between 7 to 9 hours of 
sleep per night to function at their best.

What is the main idea of the passage?
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2) Ways to improve our sleeping habits

3) The amount of sleep humans need

4) Reasons why we do not sleep enough

social networking online, looking from their laptop to the TV 

television, young people are now unwilling to watch just one 

The survey, conducted by the market research agency 



Saving Nature

The Bald Eagle is a majestic bird. The adult bird has a 
brown body, brown wings, white head, and large, hooked 
yellow bill. Younger birds appear all brown.

Bald Eagles almost always live near water because 
their main food source is fish. Sometimes, however, Bald 
Eagles will eat dead animals (carrion). They will even steal 
food from other birds such as ospreys and gulls! It was 
for this reason that the famous Patriot Benjamin Franklin 
preferred the Wild Turkey as America’s national symbol.

1. Which one is NOT true according to the passage?
1) Bald eagles steal food from other birds. 

3) Fish are the main food source of bald eagles.
4) Benjamin Franklin did not like bald eagle to be America’s 

2. It can be understood from the passage that .................... .
1) the bald eagle was the best choice as America’s symbol
2) bald eagles do not like living near water
3) ospreys and gulls are the most important food sources 
of bald eagles
4) younger bald eagles are totally brown
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3. Based on the facts of the passage, it can be concluded 
that .................... .

1) bald eagles were not much favored by Benjamin Franklin
2) the adult bald eagles have light brown heads
3) dead animals are the most preferred food sources of 
bald eagles

4. 

1) How many ospreys and gulls do bald eagles hunt per day?
2) Why do bald eagles prefer living near water?
3) What is Benjamin Franklin famous for? 
4) Why do younger eagles change colors as they grow older?

The Tyrannosaurus Rex, also known as T-Rex, was one 
of the largest land predators to have ever lived. The T-Rex 
could grow to 40 feet in length (a little longer than a 
school bus) and could stand 13 feet tall at the hips (about 
three feet taller than a basketball hoop). It lived in what 
is now western North America and may have even been 
partly covered in feathers. 

The Tyrannosaurus Rex was a fearsome predator with 
strong jaws and up to 60 teeth. Some of these teeth could 
grow to be almost a foot long. 
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The T-Rex was a strict carnivore (meat-eater) and hunted 
other dinosaurs. Scientists aren’t sure how fast the T-Rex 
could run, or, even if it could run at all.In 1990, a fossil hunter 
found the most complete skeleton of a Tyrannosaurus Rex 
ever found! It was sold to a museum for $8 million dollars, 
the highest amount ever paid for dinosaur fossils.

5. .................... .
1) other dinosaurs hunted the T-Rex
2) some of the T-Rex’s teeth were a foot long 
3) the T-Rex was much longer than a school bus
4) the T-Rex could grow to thirty feet tall

6. 
1) hoop  2) predator
3) carnivore  4) hip

7. 
sure of?

1) The T-Rex was meat-eater.
2) The T-Rex could run very fast.
3) The T-Rex had 60 teeth.
4) The T-Rex was a very large land animal. 

8. 
.................... .

1) special  2) endangered
3) natural  4) frightening
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Many animals living on Earth today are endangered, 
which means they are at risk of  (9)  extinct (dying out) 
on Earth. Endangered animals include tigers, rhinoceroses, 
orangutans, turtles, and many more. Their numbers have 
already been greatly reduced and only  now live 
in the wild. The biggest threat to animals comes from 
humans.

People are  animals’ homes, such as rainforests. 
They are using the trees to support our growing human 
population and replacing the rainforests with farmlands or 
human settlements. As human settlements take up more 
of the planet, it leaves less room for  animals, who 
may face a shortage of food or places to raise their young. 
This causes numbers to drop. Many wild animals are 
also  by humans, for example for their fur or horns. 
Others are killed by pollution and global warming, which 
changes the climate and affects animals’ survival rates.

9. 
3) giving  4) increasing

10. 
3) a few  4) much

11. 
3) destroying 4) taking care of
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12. 1) wild  2) injured
3) recent  4) oral

13. 1) saved  2) hunted
3) helped  4) put out

The environment in which an animal lives (its habitat) 
must provide water, food, shelter, and space. Its home 
must also make the animal feel  from hunters, 
harsh weather, and other threats. Animal homes come in a 
variety of shapes and  and can be found from the 
deepest depths of the ocean to the very top of a  . 
Some animal homes are easy to see, while others cannot 
be seen to protect them from  . The structure 
of an animal’s home depends on the type of animal, the 
environment it , and what it needs to stay alive.

14. 1) endangered 2) protected
3) amazed  4) destroyed

15. 1) circles  2) plains
3) ideas  4) sizes 

16. 1) sea  2) country
3) mountain 4) pilot

17. 1) hunters  2) travelers
3) cheetahs 4) phrases

18. 1) lives in  2) dies out


